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Inter House Cross
Country Race
Inter House Cross Country Championship 2019-20 was
held on 7th September at 8:00am. 823 students
participated in the event which was flagged off by Mr G.
Manivannan, Inspector of Police, Vadavalli Police
Station.

He

took

part

in

National

a

Live and Let Live

Live and Let Live

Level

Competition by Roller

The children of Classes I – V delivered a stupendous

Skating Federation of

show and did great justice to their theme “LIVE AND LET
LIVE”. They spoke with immense confidence and

India (RSFI), and won
Gold medal in Relay 3kms

and

displayed clarity in the concepts at hand. Commencing

Eureka

with the role of an individual living in his environment,
along with traditions and culture then integrating them

Bronze

Young minds from The PSBB Millennium group of

medal in Elimination

schools from Tamil Nadu and Bangalore participated

on Road - 15kms.

challenging and the students imbibed many unknown

enthusiastically

in

the

event.

The

events

were

concepts in everyday science. ‘Eureka’ turned out to be
the ideal platform for the budding scientists to showcase
their innovative and creative ideas.

into values to be practiced in society with fellow humans
was the theme for Classes I and II. Living amongst
nature and surroundings, the impact of human actions
and solutions to overcome environmental issues were
covered by Class III. Class IV touched upon the need to
embrace technology in our lives and Class V brought

Vinay Vikkranth of Class
XII

participated

Cluster

Athletic

in

T’xotica- Tech Fest

meet

held on 21st September,
2019 represented

out the benefits of a healthy diet, sports, games and
spirituality which culminate into a healthy lifestyle for an
individual and then a society as a whole.

our school and won the

Sports Day
Sports day commenced with the March-Past of the four

Silver medal in 800 mts

houses, Ruby, Sapphire, Emerald and Topaz. Led by

Running Race and also

the NCC, head boy and head girl, the captains along

won the Bronze medal in

The chief guest declaring the sports meet open, the

400 mts.

events for the day commenced. A loud roar of

PSBB Premier
League

with their house members marched with enthusiasm.

encouragement complemented the fiery feet and
persistant hearts. Adding hues and veluance to the
sprint were a display of drills, the aerolues, yoga,
gymnaslies and selambam. Medals, certificates and

T’xotica-Tech Fest was conducted on 7th November 2019.
The Chief Guest for this event was Mrs Padmalatha
Ranganathan , the General Manager of Robert Bosch
Business Solutions Ltd. She addressed the students about
the importance of technology, what technology actually is,
key to innovation and how curiosity plays a very eminent
role in the development of technology. She also talked
about how humans breathe life into technology by applying
science and by adding some creativity. In addition, she
talked about how we must keep technology under control
and not allow it to take over the world.

trophies were awarded to students by the guest along
with his words of appreciation and motivation. The day
assured every sports man of the school incredible

Idea Conclave

moments.
As a part of decennial celelbrations, an Idea Conclave
was conduced on 28th and 29th of November. Many
Studets from classes VIII and IX participated. The
Delegates were divided into four commitees namely,
Delhi: air pollution,Socio-Economic development in
Rajasthan, Interstate water crisis and North Eastern
States. They debated on various issues related to the
given topics. The Idea Conclave served as a platform for
the delegates to enchance their debating skills.

Lingua Safari
The Literary

Fest

"LINGUA SAFARI" is an
annual event hosted by

Energy Conservation Day KG Annual Day
In today’s world, energy plays a vital role on how the
world functions. The depleting resources needs to be
conserved or one day the world will have to come to a

The PSBB Senior Sec.
School,

Chennai.

standstill. In order to overcome this, various steps are
being taken to find an alternate, till then it is the duty of
every human being to join hands to help conserve
energy for a better tomorrow. As part of the energy
conservation week (14.12.2019 to 21.12.2019), a
workshop was conducted by the Indian Association for
Energy Management Professionals (IAEMP), at the
Kumaraguru College of Technology campus, along with

PreKG Annual Day was clelebrated on 30- 11 – 2019.
The concept was “Mom and Me” based on the theme
‘’Bharathiyam”. The program started with a welcome
dance by the little children. Following the Welcome
Dance was the Prayer Dance, Vocal presentation of
songs by the moms and the children, The Rhythmic
Rhymes event on Fruits, Flowers and colours and the
Fusion Dance. The last event was the Fashion Parade
on the theme Bharathiyam representing different States
of India was a real visual treat to the audience as they
walked down the ramp.

Rotary club of Coimbatore, Kumaraguru College of

22

students

from

Technology and TANGEDCO. Students and faculties

classes VI, VII & VIII

from various schools had attended the workshop and

took part in the fest . The

were provided with awareness on the importance of
conservation of energy. Dr Ashok Kumar L, the

school won two prizes

Chairman of IAEMP and Professor and Associate Head

for English & Hindi and

Department of EEE at the PSG College of Technology

one for Tamil.

in Coimbatore, delivered a talk on conserving Mother
Nature. He enlightened the students on the five
elements that constitutes energy and urged the students
to bring out their best to spread awareness and lend a

Business

helping hand in conserving energy for a better tomorrow.

Battle

LKG Annual Day was celebrated on the theme
‘Wonderland’ on Friday the 29th of November, 2019. The
function started with the prayer dance named Devotional
Land, followed by the Fairy Land where the audience
were captivated by their enchanting performances.The
next performances continued with the Choco Land, the
Toony Land and the Toy Land. The show came to an
end with the Grand Finale with the theme WonderLand.
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The grandeur of the finale left the audience enthralled
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UKG Celebrated its annual day on the theme HAPRIKA.
The show began with a prayer dance, Discotyam, a
fusion dance of Disco and bharatanatiyam and then
followed by Johny the buckaroo, a cow boy dance. Then
came the Shaky sizzlers, Snoozy stars and the funky
Freezers. The show ended with the grand Finale where
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the children danced as our legendary comedians who

place on the 24th of
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